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Gold Well (GB) 
Sadler's Wells Northern Dancer 

Fairy Bridge
BOHER LAD (IRE)  
(2007) 
Bay Gelding 

Floripedes Top Ville
Toute Cy

Shindeesharnick 
(IRE) 
(1998) 

Roselier Misti IV
Peace Rose

Daddy's Folly Le Moss
Vaguely Vulgan 

BOHER LAD (IRE): ran 3 times in point-to-points in 2014. Will run up to time of sale 
Basis of Sale (see condition 4): Sold with a Veterinary Certificate. 

  
POINT TO POINT 3 starts
  
LAST THREE STARTS (prior to compilation) 
27/04/14 4/17 (6yo+ Maiden Point-to-point) Dromahane 3m  
16/02/14 PU (6yo+ Maiden Point-to-point) Punchestown 3m  
09/02/14 F (7yo+ Geldings Maiden Point-

to-point) 
Ballydarragh 3m  

  
1st dam 
SHINDEESHARNICK (IRE): placed in a point-to-point; dam of 4 foals; 2 runners: 

Judicial Review (IRE) (08 g. by Royal Anthem (USA)): ran in point-to-points. 
  
2nd dam 
DADDY'S FOLLY: unraced; dam of 12 foals; 8 runners; 4 winners: 

Ben's Folly (IRE): 4 wins over hurdles and placed and placed 4 times over 
fences; also placed in a N.H. Flat Race; also 2 wins in point-to-points in 2013. 

Rosses Folly (IRE): 4 wins over hurdles and £34,240 and placed 9 times and 
placed over fences; dam of: 
Moscow Ivan (IRE): winner of a point-to-point. 

Sterling Dot Com (IRE): 2 wins viz. winner over hurdles and placed twice and 
winner over fences and placed 6 times; also placed in a N.H. Flat Race. 

Velcro Girl (IRE): 2 wins viz. winner over hurdles and winner over fences and 
placed twice; dam of a winner: 
Comeragh King (GB): winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also placed over hurdles and 

placed twice over fences. 
Golan To War (IRE): winner of a point-to-point at 5, 2014 and placed. 

  
3rd dam 
VAGUELY VULGAN (by Vulgan): placed in point-to-points; dam of 2 winners: 

Wolfhangar: 5 wins viz. 2 wins over hurdles and 3 wins over fences. 
Oxhey Cottage: winner over hurdles and placed and placed over fences. 
Vulgans Gazette: winner of a point-to-point and placed 6 times. 
Little Emblem: placed in a point-to-point; dam of a winner: 

Sally Willows (IRE): winner over fences and placed twice; also winner of a 
point-to-point and placed 4 times. 

  
4th dam 
ULVERNO: 2 wins over jumps; also 5 wins in point-to-points; dam of a winner: 

Double Negative: 14 wins, £20,527 viz. winner at 5; also winner over hurdles 
and 12 wins over fences and placed 14 times; also winner of a point-to-point. 

Vulverna: unraced; dam of winners inc.: 
STRATH LEADER: 10 wins, viz. 3 wins over hurdles and placed 3 times 

and 7 wins over fences inc. Whitbread Trophy H. Chase, L., placed 6 times. 
Connor Road; grandam of Mareoflot (IRE) (placed over hurdles and 3 wins 

over fences and placed 6 times inc. 2nd Mount Ruby H. Chase, Gr.3). 

  


